TEDxUNLV – Living in the Extreme  
Friday, April 8, 2016  
Schedule

8:30 am  Welcome

8:45 am  First Speaker Session  
- Georgiann Davis, This Girl Has Balls
- Reed Cowan, Extreme Pain to Extreme Purpose
- Edwin Ede, Happiness as a Default Position
- Jason Steffen, Exoplanets in the Extreme
- Ryan Foland, How Not to Get Chased by a Bear
- Performance: Frank Curreri, Miesha Tate, and Analynn Molina: Sculpting the Soul with Jui Jitsu

10:25 am  Break

11:10 am  Second Speaker Session  
- Heather Wilde, Reaching Out Through the Unknown
- Sam McMullen
- Lida Citroen, Building an Impactful and Inspiring Personal Brand
- Alyssa Crittenden, Hunter-gatherers, Human Diet, and Our Capacity for Cooperation
- Jeffon Seely, The Power of Compassion
- Performance: Timothy Jones, Marimba Artist

12:55 pm  Lunch

2:25 pm  Third Speaker Session  
- Bryan Bornholdt, Accelerating Learning, The Need for Risk and Mentoring
- Jeremy Wallace, What Transitioning Has Taught Me About Life
- Dre Baldwin, Too Much Confidence is Not Your Problem
- Sheila Collins, When Death Threatens, Life REALLY Matters
- Kaiyang Wu, Awkward: Learning from “I Don’t Know”
- Performance: Jazz Trio with Uli Geissendoerfer

4:30 pm  Thank you for coming! Please stay around and continue your conversations.